Patent Costs and Unlicensed Use of Patented Inventions
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Recent commentators have observed, and sometimes lamented, significant gaps between the formal reach of the patent system and the practical exclusionary effect of patent law. It is costly for technology developers to obtain and assert patents, for technology users to identify the patents they might be infringing and to clear rights, and for the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) to find patent-defeating prior art. The costs of the patent system provide shelter for infringing behavior that might otherwise lead to either licensing or liability, perhaps mitigating excesses in the patent system while retaining strong rights that motivated owners may enforce. But users who rely upon high information costs and transaction costs to protect themselves from patent assertion run the risk of liability when patents fall into the hands of entrepreneurs who figure out cost-reducing strategies to close the gap between the formal reach of patents and the narrower range of activity that has been effectively controlled by prior owners.

INTRODUCTION

The prevailing metaphor of patents as property¹ may convey an image of exclusive enjoyment that is at odds with actual practice in technology communities. Empirical work suggests that unlicensed use of patented inventions is common in research,² although it is formally
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subject to remedies for patent infringement. Unlicensed use is likely pervasive in other settings as well, including commercial production.

It is not obvious whether unlicensed use should concern patent policymakers. When patent owners refrain from asserting their rights, perhaps they have no objection to the activity. On the other hand, some unlicensed uses may slip through the system because it is simply too costly for owners and users to identify each other and to sort out their rights. Perhaps the costs that shelter unlicensed use undermine goals of the patent system, such as promoting research and development (R&D) or promoting transactions between inventors and users of inventions. Considered from the benchmarks of perfect compliance and enforcement, unlicensed uses of patented inventions could be viewed as leaks in the system that divert rewards from inventors to free riders or that circumvent private ordering through licensing transactions.

Patent doctrine generally promotes both compliance on the part of users and enforcement on the part of owners. Unlicensed users are subject to infringement remedies, including enhanced damages for willful infringement. The doctrines of laches and estoppel encourage enforcement by limiting the remedies available to patent owners who tolerate unlicensed use. Patent law thus makes it risky for both users and owners to ignore patents.

But high costs make compliance and enforcement imperfect. Users may be unaware of patents, and owners may be unaware of infringing


See Madey v Duke University, 307 F3d 1351, 1362–63 (Fed Cir 2002) (holding that use in academic research infringed a patent). But consider Merck KGaA v Integra Lifesciences I Ltd, 545 US 193, 206–08 (2005) (holding that use in preclinical drug development research fell within 35 USC § 271(e)(1)’s exemption for “uses reasonably related to the development and submission of information under a Federal law which regulates the manufacture, use, or sale of drugs”).


For an argument that some free riding may be consistent with adequate R&D incentives, see Lemley, 83 Tex L Rev at 1046–58 (cited in note 1).


35 USC §§ 271, 283–84.

See In re Seagate Technology, LLC, 497 F3d 1360, 1368 (Fed Cir 2007).

activities. Information costs and transaction costs may dwarf potential
gains to users from identifying and clearing rights or to owners from
identifying infringers and asserting rights against them.\textsuperscript{12} Because the
patent system constantly generates new rights of unclear scope and un-
certain validity, these costs are not a one-time investment, like running a
title search or building a fence, but an ongoing burden. Even conscien-
tious patent searchers who are undeterred by fear of willful infringe-
ment liability\textsuperscript{13} may face considerable uncertainty about the patent rights
surrounding their work. At the same time, they may have little expec-
tation of infringement liability. Patent owners may have reasons to
refrain from asserting their patents even when they know about in-
fringing activity. They may welcome unlicensed uses that they hope
will enhance the value of their patents. They may have doubts about
validity and infringement, lack resources for litigation, or question
whether the costs and risks of assertion are justified. They might wait
for users to establish a significant commercial presence, or until dam-
ages accrue to a level that exceeds litigation costs, before bringing
suit. The costliness of enforcement may thus lead both users and own-
ers to ignore patents in many situations. As a result, the nominal
reach of the patent system (that is, the scope of issued patent claims)
is greater than its actual effective reach (that is, the range of techno-
logical activity that is practically controlled by patent owners). At the
same time, information costs and transaction costs facing patent ex-
aminers may have the opposite effect, enlarging the nominal reach of
issued patents beyond the scope of what formal patent law would
permit if patentability determinations were costless.

This Article considers the incidence and effects of information
costs and transaction costs that cause gaps between the effective reach
of the patent system and its nominal reach. Information costs and
transaction costs have few defenders and are rarely, if ever, overtly
imposed in pursuit of policy goals. They more often arise as byprod-
ucts of measures that serve other goals.\textsuperscript{14} High litigation costs to en-
force patents follow from efforts to improve the record for judicial
decisionmaking, for example, while uncertain boundaries of patents
follow from flexible rules that are sensitive to context.\textsuperscript{15} Nonetheless,

\textsuperscript{13} See Alan Devlin, The Misunderstood Function of Disclosure in Patent Law, 23 Harv J L
& Tech 401, 404 (2010) (noting that willful infringement liability creates perverse incentives to
remain ignorant of patents).
\textsuperscript{14} See, for example, Clarisa Long, Information Costs in Patent and Copyright, 90 Va L Rev
\textsuperscript{15} See, for example, Festo Corp v Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki, 535 US 722, 732
(2002) ("It is true that the doctrine of equivalents renders the scope of patents less certain. . . .
These concerns with the doctrine of equivalents, however, are not new. Each time the court has
adjustments and shifts in these costs can have profound effects that are important for patent reformers to understand. A better understanding of the impact of costs might illuminate the pros and cons of reform proposals. Costs faced by patent applicants and owners tend to restrict the effective reach of the patent system, creating a gap between what is patentable and the effective assertion of patent rights. Patent prosecution costs tend to exclude low-value inventions from the patent system, while patent enforcement costs tend to shelter low-value uses from patent assertion. Costs faced by patent examiners and challengers tend to allow claims to issue and remain in effect that extend beyond what is formally patentable. The result is a proliferation of underenforced rights that lure patent entrepreneurs who can profit by buying up rights and figuring out cost-effective strategies for asserting them.

I. ARE HIGH COSTS A FEATURE OR A BUG?

Patent scholarship has begun to take note of the significant information costs and transaction costs associated with patents and the resulting gap between formal patent rights and their practical exclusionary effects. Some scholars, particularly proponents of patent law reform, lament this state of affairs and suggest measures to bring about a closer correspondence between the patent rights awarded to owners and the behavior of technology users. Others take a more benign view, seeing the high costs that constrain the patent system as a feature that motivates owners to invoke patent rights parsimoniously, thereby mitigating potential excesses noted by patent critics.

James Bessen and Michael Meurer are particularly concerned about the high costs technology users face in determining which patents they may be infringing and in clearing rights. They argue that uncertainty about the validity and boundaries of patents limits the value of patents in promoting R&D and that risks of inadvertent infringement limit the willingness of users to invest in technology. They advocate reforms to fortify the notice function of patents,

considered the doctrine, it has acknowledged this uncertainty as the price of ensuring the appropriate incentives for innovation.


thereby increasing rewards to patent holders and improving the function of markets for technology.\(^\text{19}\)

Mark Lemley has suggested a number of reforms that would bring the system for identifying and clearing rights in the patent system closer to its counterpart in the real property system. He would accelerate patent prosecution and disclosure to provide greater certainty regarding the scope of patent rights at an earlier stage, fortify incentives to search patents and eliminate the deterrent to patent searching under willful infringement doctrine, and make the terms of licenses more transparent.\(^\text{20}\)

John Walsh and Wesley Cohen take a different view. Observing that patent rights have rarely posed an obstacle to the work of research scientists, they characterize unlicensed use as a "working solution" that mitigates the risk of an anticommons impeding scientific progress.\(^\text{21}\) They contrast the minimal impact of patents with the more common interruptions of scientific work to negotiate access to proprietary materials or data. They explain the difference in terms of costs to owners: patent enforcement is a costly means of excluding users, while in the case of materials and data, exclusion is cheap and sharing more costly.\(^\text{22}\)

Katherine Strandburg offers another explanation for the same observations. She identifies "ignoring patents" as a positive social norm enforced within the community of academic and industrial researchers.\(^\text{23}\) She sees this as a successful adaptation of a traditional scientific-community sharing norm to the convergence of academic and industrial research streams, preserving both the benefits of sharing among scientists and the benefits of patents and exclusivity when the same inventions are deployed outside of research settings.\(^\text{24}\) Neither Strandburg nor Walsh and Cohen propose reforms to reduce the costs

---

\(^\text{19}\) Bessen and Meurer note that effective reform will require structural changes that may not be politically feasible today. Id at 25–27.


\(^\text{22}\) Cohen and Walsh, Access—or Not at 18–19 (cited in note 21).


of patent enforcement, although Walsh and Cohen worry that the free flow of knowledge and other research inputs may have incentive-dampening effects.\textsuperscript{25} Strandburg suggests that a legal research-use exemption would "stabilize" the "ignore patents" norm while leaving the research community less vulnerable to patent holders outside the community who are indifferent to its norms.\textsuperscript{26}

Jonathan Barnett sees limited pursuit and enforcement of formally available patent rights as a possible market response by innovating firms to overpropertization.\textsuperscript{27} He explains that effective propertization outcomes are a function not merely of formal legal entitlements and judicial and administrative interpretations of those entitlements, but also of private choices to obtain and enforce available entitlements.\textsuperscript{28} When the level of formal entitlements increases to the point that the costs the regime imposes on innovators (both transaction costs and the increased costs of future innovation using proprietary inputs) exceed the benefits it offers them, innovators who are able to coordinate may respond by declining to invest in obtaining and enforcing patents, thereby truncating the effective level of propertization to avoid losses.\textsuperscript{29} In other words, widespread underenforcement (and infringement) may be a deliberate, coordinated response by innovators to excessive patent rights in a field that avoids the higher costs of changing the formal regime through legislation.\textsuperscript{30}

Paul Heald identifies the primary function of patents as reducing the costs of contracting between inventors and users of inventions, rather than the more conventionally understood function of maintaining

\textsuperscript{25} Cohen and Walsh, \textit{Real Impediments} at 20–21 (cited in note 2).

\textsuperscript{26} Strandburg, 77 Fordham L Rev at 2266–67 (cited in note 23).


\textsuperscript{28} See id at 434.

\textsuperscript{29} Barnett identifies historical examples in patent pools and other arrangements for mutual forbearance from enforcement of intellectual property rights relating to automotive technology, semiconductors, information technology, and biotechnology. Id at 434–37.

incentives to invent.\textsuperscript{31} Recognizing that transaction costs might still make it cheaper in some cases for users to pursue independent invention rather than find a patented invention and negotiate a license ex ante, he argues that infringement remedies should not be set so high as to promote wasteful transacting.\textsuperscript{32} He would not exempt unlicensed users from infringement liability, but would reduce the level of remedies when, based upon a number of cost factors, unlicensed use followed by an "involuntary transaction" through infringement liability appears less costly than ex ante transacting.\textsuperscript{33}

None of these scholars offers a full-throated defense of a patent system characterized by information costs and transaction costs that lead to pervasive noncompliance and nonenforcement. Some argue that noncompliance and nonenforcement have fortuitous benefits that offset potential problems in a world of perfect enforcement of existing patent rights. If existing rights, fully enforced, would be excessive, perhaps information costs and transaction costs that shelter some unlicensed uses from patent assertion bring the system closer to achieving efficient outcomes. Indeed, perhaps we should sometimes understand noncompliance and nonenforcement as deliberate, coordinated behavior by technologists to avoid both the costs of unduly robust patent rights and the costs of formal rule changes. But it hardly seems likely that such a system is optimal. Perhaps we could do better by dialing down both the level of formal protection and associated transaction costs, bringing patent law on the books into closer conformity with a level of protection that users would respect and that owners would enforce. But changing the rules is also costly, and an optimal patent regime may be an elusive goal.

II. PATENT-OWNER COSTS AS SCREENS

Scholars have attributed at least one useful function to costs associated with patents. Some scholars have noted that imposing fees as a condition for acquiring or maintaining patents can serve a screening function, causing owners to weed out the least valuable

\textsuperscript{31} See Heald, 45 Houston L Rev at 1166-68 (cited in note 6). Heald sees information costs and transaction costs as essential to justifying intellectual property; without these costs, we could rely upon contracts to pay for innovation. See id at 1166.

\textsuperscript{32} Id at 1172 ("Draconian penalties would most likely stimulate excessive searching for rights holders by potential users and would induce users to enter into unnecessary precautionary licenses or not innovate at all.").

\textsuperscript{33} For an earlier argument that researchers should be allowed to use patented inventions in biomedical research without ex ante permission, but subject to an ex post reach-through royalty remedy based on the ultimate commercial success of resulting products, see Janice M. Mueller, No "Dilettante Affair": Rethinking the Experimental Use Exception to Patent Infringement for Biomedical Research Patents, 76 Wash L Rev 1, 54-58 (2001).
patents through self-selection. Many patent owners allow their rights to lapse by declining to pay maintenance fees, presumably abandoning those patents that they believe are worth less than the amount of the fees.

Jonathan Masur and David Fagundes take this insight further, finding a "costly screen"—the initial prosecution costs and filing fees to obtain patents—that discourages patent seekers from acquiring low-value rights. They predict that prosecution costs will be especially high for patents of questionable validity and for patents in heavily patented fields, because these patents are more likely to face Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) rejections that are costly to overcome. This feature aligns private cost-avoidance incentives with the public interest by making it more costly to obtain patents that threaten to impose high social costs. They stop short of characterizing this cost structure as a deliberate policy choice, but speculate that the current costly screen for obtaining patents could not have survived for so long if it did not promote societal well-being.

A similar costly-screen analysis could be applied further down the road to the costs that owners incur in monitoring and enforcing against infringement. Patent owners who face high monitoring and

---


35 In order to maintain a patent in effect, it is necessary to pay increasing maintenance fees to the PTO that are due 3.5 years, 7.5 years, and 11.5 years after issuance of the patent. 35 USC § 41(b). For large firms these fees are currently set at $980, $2,480, and $4,410, respectively. See PTO, Fee Schedule, online at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/ac/qs/ope/fee2009september15.htm (visited Dec 21, 2011).

36 Scholars have examined data on maintenance fee payments to make inferences about patent value. See Bessen and Meurer, Patent Failure at 99–104 (cited in note 1) (reviewing the literature); Jonathan A. Barney, A Study of Patent Mortality Rates: Using Statistical Analysis to Rate and Value Patent Assets, 30 AIPLA Q J 317, 320 (2002) (presenting a twofold approach to predicting the future value of an individual patent based on a statistical survey of historical maintenance fee records and a comparative ranking of existing patents based on their likelihood of high or low maintenance rates); sources cited in note 34.


38 Id at *17.

39 Id at *18. Masur and Fagundes note that even if patent applicants could overcome initial rejections, higher prosecution costs select against such patents because some patent applicants might abandon their claims rather than incur those costs.

40 Id at *53–54. Other scholars take a different view of the political economy of patent law. Consider F.M. Scherer, The Political Economy of Patent Policy Reform in the United States, 7 J Telecom & High Tech L 167, 179–207 (2009) (reviewing changes in the patent system in the 1970s and 1980s and concluding that while some were well grounded in objective analyses of the problems at hand and what could be accomplished, others were not).
enforcement costs will presumably seek to economize on those costs, not only by selecting their most valuable patents for enforcement, but also by enforcing them only against infringers whose activities are valuable enough to justify the cost. High costs might thus lead owners to ignore the activities of low-value infringers, such as researchers, while asserting patents against firms that are benefitting commercially from the technology.

Unlike the relatively uniform costs for patent prosecution and maintenance fees, monitoring and enforcement costs allow owners considerable flexibility in choosing how far to assert patents. Owners who decide not to prosecute a patent application or not to maintain a patent in force thereby forfeit their rights entirely, but assertion costs provide a more sensitive screen that allows owners to enforce selectively over time, on a case-by-case basis, according to their perceptions of value. The effect may be similar to a de minimis exception to infringement liability, with patent owners rather than courts deciding which uses are de minimis. Such a de facto limitation may soften the impact of a strong, unitary patent system in areas where strong rights are not justified without the need for explicit tailoring of the patent laws to provide different levels of protection in different contexts. As a consequence, owners who favor strong patent rights (such as pharmaceutical firms) may have an easier time maintaining political support for such rights without provoking objections from infringers (such as universities) who might complain to policymakers if they were targets of patent enforcement.

Although costly screens may arise through happenstance, they may sometimes be adjusted to make assertion more or less costly (and thus more or less likely) in certain contexts. Burdens of proof may be on plaintiffs or defendants. Preliminary relief might be readily available or limited to extraordinary circumstances. The sheriff may lend owners or users a hand or leave them to fend for themselves.

41 Determining the value of an infringer's activities is another information cost problem for owners, who may not know the value to the infringer of using the patented technology rather than an alternative. But owners can make broad distinctions between commercial and academic users, or between profitable and unprofitable firms.

42 For example, the Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act of 1984 ("Hatch-Waxman Act"), Pub L No 98-417, 98 Stat 1585, codified as amended in various sections of Titles 15, 21, 35, and 42, lowers information costs and assertion costs for owners of drug patents facing possible infringement by generic competitors. The Hatch-Waxman Act requires firms that seek regulatory approval for generic versions of patented products to give notice to patent owners, thereby relieving owners of the cost burden of monitoring potential infringers. See 21 USC § 355(j). The Hatch-Waxman Act also defers regulatory approval of generic products during the patent term and provides for an automatic thirty-month stay of regulatory approval during litigation of infringement claims, thereby relieving patent owners of the cost of
The literature on patent costs as screens highlights the impact of costs on the behavior of patent applicants and owners. But the patent system also imposes costs on other actors who make decisions about patents, including the PTO and potential infringers. These costs may also cause the effective reach of the patent system to depart from the formal rights that it provides. But while owner costs tend to shrink the effective reach of the patent system, non-owner costs tend to enlarge it beyond its formal limits.

A. PTO Costs

The PTO incurs costs in examining patent applications for patentability and additional costs in making and defending final rejections.43 Resource constraints motivate it to economize on these costs.44 But while patent seekers' cost-avoidance strategies operate as a screen to limit patent rights, cost avoidance by the PTO is more likely to have the opposite effect. Although the PTO can err on the side of rejecting allowable claims as well as on the side of allowing unpatentable claims, rejections are generally more costly for the PTO than allowances.45 Rejections require written justification, including citations to supporting prior art,46 and final rejections may seeking preliminary relief in the courts. See 21 USC § 355(q)(1)(G); Eisenberg, 45 Houston L Rev at 1089 (cited in note 2).


44 Mark Lemley estimates that patent examiners have an average of eighteen hours to spend on a patent application, including the time spent reading the application, reading the submitted prior art, searching for and reading prior art in databases accessible to the PTO, comparing that prior art to the application, writing an office action, reading and responding to the response to office action, iterating the last two steps at least one and often more times, conducting an interview with the applicant, and ensuring that the diagrams and claims are in form for allowance. Id at 1496 n 3. For a description of the patent examination process, see John R. Thomas, Collusion and Collective Action in the Patent System: A Proposal for Patent Bounties, 2001 U Ill L Rev 305, 312–16.


Although patent applicants have an obligation to disclose prior art that they know about, 35 CFR § 1.56, they have no obligation to conduct a prior art search, and may be well advised not to do so. Conducting a prior art search not only increases the risk of rejection, but it also increases the
lead to costly appeals. PTO costs thus tend to enlarge what is actually patented beyond what the law, if perfectly applied, would permit.

Courts have sometimes adjusted the cost burden examiners face in rejecting claims. For example, the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit has increased examiner costs through exacting evidentiary standards to document the basis for rejections in the prior art, reversing rejections based upon the combined teachings in multiple references unless the examiner can show an explicit “teaching, suggestion, or motivation” (TSM) to make the combination. The Supreme Court mitigated this cost burden in *KSR International v Teleflex*, rejecting rigid application of the TSM test and inviting resort to relatively low-cost “common sense” in evaluating the obviousness of an invention.

The accuracy of patentability determinations often turns on an examiner’s willingness to incur costs searching for prior art. Under complex statutory provisions, an invention is unpatentable if it is anticipated or made obvious by the prior art, broadly defined to include prior patents or printed publications anywhere in the world; certain co-pending patent applications; prior public use, sale, knowledge or invention by others in this country; and prior invention by another patent applicant in any WTO member country. The more prior art before the examiner, the more narrowly the inventor must claim the invention to avoid rejection. Some prior art categories (for example,
patents and printed publications) may be found in reasonably accessible electronic databases, but others (for example, prior use, sale, knowledge, or invention) may require more costly investigations into laboratory records, personal knowledge, or commercial practices that are not in searchable documents. Even documentary references may be difficult to search if they are in a language that the searcher does not understand. It is always possible to search further, particularly for nondocumentary prior art.

In practice, examiners focus their prior art searches primarily on issued US patents, leading them to allow claims that a more comprehensive prior art search would reveal to be invalid. These patents will remain in effect, and presumptively valid, until a challenger proves invalidity by clear and convincing evidence.

Mark Lemley has argued that more extensive prior art searching at the examination stage is unlikely to be cost-effective given that most issued patents are never licensed or enforced. Rather than conducting a thorough prior art search for every patent application, it might be more efficient to focus resources on the small fraction of issued patents whose validity matters, as revealed over time through assertion. But the effect of economizing on costs in this fashion is to shift the cost burden forward in time and onto other actors, including technology users and courts.

B. User Costs

Technology users are also motivated to economize on information costs and transaction costs, both in searching for patents they might be infringing and in responding to assertions of patents against them. They are more willing to incur these costs when the values at stake are high than when they are low. Users will weigh the costs of searching for relevant patents, evaluating their validity, and clearing

---

54 See Thomas, 2001 U Ill L Rev at 318 (cited in note 44).
55 Previously issued patents are a particularly poor measure of the prior art in fields that are relatively new to the patent system, such as information technology and business methods, making it especially difficult for the PTO to make cost-effective assessments of patentability in these fields.
56 See 35 USC § 282.
57 Hybritech Inc v Monoclonal Antibodies, Inc, 802 F2d 1367, 1375 (Fed Cir 1986).
58 See Lemley, 95 Nw U L Rev at 1514 (cited in note 43) ("[T]he fundamental fact remains that litigation of a few patents is a far more efficient way of determining validity than giving a detailed ex ante examination of all patents.").
59 Id at 1527.
60 Apart from avoiding search costs, awareness of patents may subject users to enhanced damages for willful infringement. See Thomas, 2001 U Ill L Rev at 314-15 (cited in note 44); text accompanying note 10.
necessary rights against the risks of being a target of patent assertion. Owners are less likely to find it cost-effective to sue low-value users, and users know that. Pharmaceutical firms are thus willing to invest considerable resources in identifying and clearing patent rights when preparing to launch valuable new drugs, while academic researchers whose work is far removed from commercial applications are unlikely to perform patent searches and pursue owners for licenses.\(^6\) User costs and owner costs thus align to shelter low-value uses from the effective reach of patents.

The effects of costs on high-value users are more ambiguous. Patent owners are more likely to seek out such users, relieving them of the burden of search costs. Many commercial operating firms receive frequent demand letters from patent owners.\(^6\) One might expect that at the point of patent assertion only high-value patents and uses would be involved, but many operating firms receive demand letters that they suspect are frivolous. Owners may not know how much value a user is deriving from using the invention rather than a noninfringing alternative, and users may not know whether an owner would incur the costs of a lawsuit. It is costly to determine which of these patents is valid and infringed.

A user could respond to a demand letter by ignoring it, pursuing license negotiations, obtaining an opinion letter from counsel, waiting to be sued, or bringing a declaratory judgment action. Licensing will sometimes be the cheapest option, but the higher the owner’s demand, the more it is worth spending to search obscure prior art that the examiner overlooked.

Technology users confront the same complex rules about patent-defeating prior art as examiners, but may have greater incentives to incur search costs. The value of patent-defeating prior art to a user of patented technology depends on how costly it is to deal with the patent. If the patent owner is offering a license on reasonable terms, or if the patent is narrow and easily avoided by switching to a noninfringing alternative, users may not find it worthwhile to invest in searching for patent-defeating prior art. But for broad patents offered at a high price, the value of invalidation is high, justifying greater investments in prior art searching. The effect is a high-cost safety valve that makes high-value patents (or patents whose enforcement imposes high costs


on users) more vulnerable to validity challenges while leaving lower value patents (or patents licensed at lower rates) less exposed.\textsuperscript{60} The owner has some power to promote or discourage resort to this safety valve through its license terms: the higher the cost of a license, the more users will be willing to invest in prior art searching and the greater the risk of invalidation.

Owners and users may also draw inferences about each other's perceptions of value from observing willingness or reluctance to incur costs in asserting or clearing rights. Patent owners decide how much to spend monitoring infringements and asserting their rights, thereby signaling how valuable they consider their patents to be. Users give signals about the value that they place on technology through their responses to assertions of rights and through their own investments in patent searching and clearing rights. These signals may help owners and users to decide when bargaining over licenses is worthwhile.\textsuperscript{64}

\textbf{IV. PARTNERS, STRANGERS, AND PATENT ENTREPRENEURS}

An important function of patents is to facilitate transactions in technology that would be difficult to arrange if the parties had to rely upon trade secrecy as a default regime.\textsuperscript{65} By providing enforceable rights that survive after disclosure, patents make it less risky for owners to reveal technology to potential licensees in the course of bargaining.\textsuperscript{66} Patents also facilitate R&D specialization in lieu of vertical integration by giving specialized firms rights that establish their bargaining positions in negotiating the terms of collaborations.\textsuperscript{67}

Information costs and transaction costs are unlikely to interfere with the use of patents to facilitate these transactions. Parties that want to transfer technology or perform collaborative R&D have already overcome information costs to find each other and have decided that potential gains justify the costs of bargaining over license terms. Information and transaction costs that may be obstacles to deals between strangers either are sunk costs or are relatively low in the case of parties already in a bargaining relationship. Patent rights, whether existing or prospective, may help the parties to establish trust

\textsuperscript{60} Of course, it is possible that an exhaustive search for prior art will be unavailing. Technology users may have a better sense than examiners of whether a claimed invention was already practiced in the technological community prior to the inventor's activities, making it more likely that nondocumentary prior art will be uncovered after issuance than during prosecution.

\textsuperscript{64} It is also possible that owners and users will deploy these signals in a misleading fashion for tactical reasons in bargaining.


\textsuperscript{66} Id at 132.

\textsuperscript{67} Id at 141.
and provide a default regime in the event that negotiations fail but the parties are motivated to reach agreement by the promise of gains.

Information costs and transaction costs are likely to loom larger when owners and users are strangers who would not seek each other out in the absence of patents. Strangers need to make more of an effort to identify and find each other. It is costly to identify unknown rights and to monitor the behavior of strangers. Users who are already using technology without any help from the owner may be particularly reluctant to incur these costs. In cases of independent invention, they may resent having to pay for the technology.

Perhaps a system that makes patents more effective between technology partners and less effective between strangers promotes fairness. Some scholars have questioned the fairness of infringement remedies against independent inventors. As noted above, Paul Heald has argued for a reduced remedy when the costs of independent invention are lower than the costs that would be incurred in searching for the patent and negotiating a license. Samson Vermont goes further, arguing that independent invention should be a defense to patent infringement. Mark Lemley cautions that a formal defense for independent inventors may sometimes diminish incentives to commercialize new technologies.

To the extent that information costs and transaction costs are higher between strangers than they are between parties in an ongoing relationship involving technology transfer, they make the patent system less effective against independent inventors. Motivated owners who overcome these costs may still obtain infringement remedies, but they are less likely to enforce their rights when they find it more costly to do so. The effect is to limit patent enforcement without any change in substantive law in favor of independent inventors.

Of course, high information and transaction costs shelter from likely patent assertion not only independent inventors, but also free riders who, although aware of the patent, avoid detection. The doctrine of willful infringement already puts these free riders at risk of enhanced damages liability if they are discovered. Christopher Cotropia and Mark Lemley have found that copying is rarely alleged and

68 Heald, 45 Houston L Rev at 1187–91 (cited in note 6). See also notes 31–33 and accompanying text.

69 Compare Samson Vermont, Independent Invention as a Defense to Patent Infringement, 105 Mich L Rev 475, 484–92 (2006) (arguing that independent invention should be a defense to patent infringement), with Heald, 45 Houston L Rev at 1187 (cited in note 6) (arguing for a limited remedy when independent invention is more cost-effective than transacting).


71 See note 10 and accompanying text.
even more rarely proven in litigated cases, but this could be because patent infringement is a strict liability offense for which such allegations and proof are unnecessary. It is possible, but seems unlikely, that deliberate free riders are more abundant outside the universe of litigated cases.

A patent regime that combines expansive rights with information costs and transaction costs that limit effective enforcement creates profit opportunities for entrepreneurs who can buy patents and figure out strategies for reducing those costs. Patents that are worth little to their initial owners may be worth more to entrepreneurs who enjoy a cost advantage in asserting patents against users or who own complementary assets (such as large patent portfolios) that either increase the value of the patents or lower the costs of asserting them.

As a first approximation, one might expect practitioners in the field to have better information than nonpracticing patent entrepreneurs about the patented technology and about which competitors are likely infringers, making information costs higher for entrepreneurs. But if the entrepreneur is a patent aggregator with a large enough patent portfolio, it might not need particularized information about what technology each operating firm in the field is using to be reasonably sure that they are all infringing at least some of its rights. Owners of a small number of patents may thus face higher information costs to identify likely infringers than entrepreneurs that aggregate patent portfolios.

Patent entrepreneurs may also enjoy a transaction cost advantage over other owners. Initial owners of patents are typically firms that employ inventors. Their expertise is in technology, not in patent law. But patent assertion is the business of some entrepreneurs. Patent entrepreneurs are likely to be experienced in the strategic moves of demand letters, license negotiations, and litigation. Owners of large patent portfolios may also enjoy economies of scale in patent assertion. If a
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73 Even willful infringement does not require proof that the defendant derived the invention from the patent holder, only that the defendant infringed the patent recklessly, meaning that the defendant “acted despite an objectively high likelihood that its actions constituted infringement of a valid patent.” In re Seagate Technology, LLC, 497 F3d 1360, 1371 (Fed Cir 2007).
74 As John Golden explains, “[a] patent holder who practices the invention commercially or otherwise competes with the infringer may be able to use internal knowledge and experience, as well as greater familiarity with the nature of a business like the potential infringer’s, to make more informed guesses about the potential infringer’s cost-benefit analysis.” John M. Golden, “Patent Trolls” and Patent Remedies, 85 Tex L Rev 2111, 2132–33 (2007).
75 See John R. Allison, Mark A. Lemley, and Joshua Walker, Extreme Value or Trolls on Top? The Characteristics of the Most-Litigated Patents, 158 U Pa L Rev 1, 26 (2009) (finding that nonpracticing entities filed 80 percent of the lawsuits involving the set of patents that were litigated eight times or more between 2000 and 2007).
user receives a demand letter asserting one patent or a small number of patents, it may be worthwhile to incur the costs of an opinion letter on validity and infringement, but if the asserting firm has a large enough portfolio at its disposal, the cost becomes prohibitive. At some point, it makes sense for users to pay for licenses without the added cost of careful scrutiny.

The entry of patent entrepreneurs may also increase the level of enforcement in fields previously characterized by norm-driven nonenforcement of patents. Entrepreneurs may be less subject to norm-enforcement mechanisms such as loss of future opportunities for collaboration or sharing of technology and may have less to gain from coordination to limit enforcement. Entrepreneurs who are not themselves technology practitioners may see only benefits from aggressive enforcement of their patents and need not fear reciprocal enforcement of patents against them.

The gap between the nominal scope of patents, enlarged by the effects of examiner costs, and the effective reach of patents, limited by the costs that owners face in identifying and pursuing infringers, is an invitation to entrepreneurs to figure out cost-effective ways to capture the value currently captured by unlicensed users. Patent entrepreneurship business models that have emerged in recent years may thus be understood as market responses to our current expansive but costly patent system. The widespread condemnation of these entrepreneurs as "trolls" reveals how much technology practitioners have come to rely upon incomplete enforcement of patents in the current regime.

**CONCLUSION**

The patent system is complicated. Tracking its obligations and enforcing its rights impose high costs on owners and users of technology, as well as on the PTO. These costs provide shelter for infringing behavior that might otherwise lead to either licensing or liability. Sometimes these limitations mitigate harmful effects of excesses in the patent system while retaining strong rights for motivated owners who are willing to go to the trouble and expense of enforcing them. But users who rely upon high information costs and transaction costs to protect themselves from patent assertion run the risk of liability when patents fall into the hands of entrepreneurs who figure out cost-reducing strategies to close the gap between the formal reach of patents and the narrower range of activity that has been effectively controlled by prior owners.